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Weekday Parties
Skirt New Rules
-By David G e r b e r Ncws Editor
Following last week's announcement concerning the illegality of accepting donations at
parties, students experienced virtually no changes in the mid-week
parties. The new policy, which
states that no organization may
accept any donation in exchange
for alcohol, caused both Alpha
Delta Phi and Psi Upsilon to adopt
an invitation method, whereby
tickets to the parties are bought in
advance.
"Invites are the obvious alternative." said Grant Washburn,
President of Alpha Delta Phi. "The
cost of our parties remains the
same. We never accumulated any
money from these events, as the
Deans have asserted."
The concern among fraternities is that without any form of
external contribution, they would
be unable to afford the high costs
of parties. In addition to the beer,,
bands, alternate beverage, and
food, the bartenders are also paid.
This cost of operating expenses is
reportedly so great that neither
Psi-Upsilon or Alpha Delta Phi
turn aprofit from their mid-week
functions.
"Without some form of donation from those who attend, we
could not host parties, not one,"'
said Washburn.
According to David Brosgol,
a member of Psi-Upsilon, his fraternity is considering a different
proposal. Psi-U will be offering
invitations to what they will call
the Psi-Upsilon Academic and
Social Club.

Each invitation will have
numbers on the reverse side,
similar to the Austin Arts student's
pass, which will be marked after
each lecture, discussion, or social
event sponsored by the fraternity.
In addition to the numbers, there
will be a list of rules on the back of
the invitations.
Regarding the cost, if any, of
the' pass, Brosgol said, "We
haven't decided if we will charge."
The Fraternity of Delta Psi
(St. Anthony's Hall) has been
using invitations for their closed
Thursday night parties for years.
The brothers pay for each invitation, which then eliminates
charges for those outside the brotherhood. As a result of their policy, the Hall experienced no
Please See Parties, Page 5

Class
Officers
Elected
-By Nitcole MorettiCopy Editor
Scott Goldsmith '90, Mark
Russell *9l, and Dave Shapiro
'92, were each elected to the office of president of their respective classes. Senior, Junior, and
Sophmore class elections were
held last Thursday for the offices
of president, vice-president, and
secretary.
Serving with Goldsmith will
be Dave Hupper and GinaTarallo,
Russell will be assisted by Tom
Briggs and Scott Mattoou, while
Dave Shapiro will work with Paige
Senior Class President Scott Goldsmith
Photo by Kathleen Thomas
Bridges and Karen Isgur.
The officers will work with
Nancy Tellier and the office of
alumni affairs in order to foster a
greater sense of class unity. The
responsibilites of the senior class
president include the role of organizing a five year reunion in
addition to maintaining relations
qualify for a challenge grant from auction, which is the main part of amongst the class until then.
the Kresge Foundation.
the evening, will be held in the
Senior Class President Scott
The Kresge Foundation has Washington Room.
Goldsmith is looking forward to
agreed to give the College a
The Student Auction Com- input from his fellow class mem$500,000 grant, which will help mittee has set an ambitious goal to bers in order to project a strong
fund the construction of the new increase the number of gift items and unifiedelavs. Hoping to learn
academic building and alumni for the Auction. Examples of from his experience of being
faculty house. The grant is con- some recently acquired donations Sophomore Class President,
tingentonTrinity's ability to raise include an autographed book by Goldsmith intends "to spend
$2,000,000 by January 1, 1990.
Presidential Candidate Al Gore, a money wisely and coordinate well
The fund-raising evening personal tour of the Wadsworth with [his] Vice President and
promises to be very exciting. The Atheneum with its curator, a day Secretary."
event begins with a dinner in of sailing on Long Island Sound
Goldsmith also plans to folHamlin Hall, followed by acock- with ProfessorClyde McKee, and low President Gerety's example
tail reception in Rittenberg a pearl necklace and bracelet.
by integrating the Hartford comLounge. Smaller items such as
Several ticket packages will munity with class service projgift certificates to restauraunts and also be for sale, includuing the ects. Although he has no definite
specialty stores will be auctioned New York Giants, Hartford plans yet for Senior Week, Goldoff in the silent auction. The live Whalers, Hartford Symphony, smith hopes to maintain the sponBushnell Theater, and the Coach- soring of non-alcoholic events. "I
light Dinner Theater.
want to do what everyone else
"Anything and everything," wants, but it has to be more than
is what Gift Committee co-chair just a keg party."
Lindsay McNair '90 is looking
Junior Class President Mark
for. "We don't expect students to Russell intends to concentrate his
donate elaborate gifts. I think energies on class involvement.
For the first half hour of the what is more important is that Wishing to see the "role of the
program, the subject was the new- they show their support for the class expand," Russell plans to
alcohol policy regarding dona- school by giving their time, have the Junior Class sponsor
tions. Gerety indicated that he whether it means mowing the lawn more non-alcoholic events and
found out what had happened or babysitting. Anything students participate in many community
through the Dean of Students and that can give would be greatly service projects.
One of Russell's ideas is a
the Trustees in meetings. He said appreciated," McNair said.
"People don't think that they Sunday Morning Beautification
that he would be interested in
have anything valuable to give. project in which members of the
seeing the results of the ruling.
The subject then switched to EiLit we would rather have 50 stu- Jr. Class cleans the campus on a
the reopening of the Iron Pony dents give small gifts and services Sunday morning. Russell also
Pub somewhere on campus. than get on big gift that will cost wishes to see the tradition of the
Gerety expressed a willingness to more than all the auction gifts lemon-squeezer preserved by
discuss the reopening of the Pub, combined," said Steve Sonnone keeping a rule that the lemonbut said he had no formal position "90,theotherConimitteeco-chair. squeezer be returned to campus to
"Supporting the Student remain.
on the issue.
The first SGA meeting will
Students, however, were sol- Auction is an excellent opportuidly in favorof the Iron Pony Pub. nity for students to help improve be held Tuesday, Sept. 26 al 7:30
One student suggested the Pub be facilities on campus. Not only p.m. in Hamlin Hall. The SGA
moved to the New Social Center will they be able to use these fa- convenes every Tuesday night.
because of its smaller area. Re- cilities as undergaduates. but as Attendance is mandatory for
members.
gardless of location, a large ma- Please See Auction, Page 5
jority of the students in attendance
favored the return of the Pub as
one way to promote reasonable
drinking.
President Gerety responded
to questions relating to the parking problem, saying he was as
frustrated about parking on this
campus as the students. "One
thing suggested by [head of Security Bill | Rucci was to require
some non-Trinity vehicles [those
which do not belong to students or
Trinity staff) to that lot on the
Please See Talk, Page 5

Student Auction to Raise
Funds for Kresge Challenge
-By Ngoc Dung H o Special to the Tripod
Six days at a condominium
in Hawaii, a six month membership at Holiday Matrix; tickets to
the Hartford Ballet, and a day of.
yachting for twelve are among the
many gifts which will be auctioned off by William Stahl '74 of
Sotheby Parke Bernet op the night
of the Student Auction for'Trinity
which will be held on November
2, 1989.
Proceeds from this auction,
the second in Trinity's history,
will be the students contribution
to the matching funds needed to

"Talk with Tom" Program
Addresses Student Concerns
-By Mark RussellNcws Editor
President Tom Gerety addressed student questions and
concerns during the recent "Talk
With Tom," a program sponsored
by the South Campus residential
staff. During the two hour ques-

tion and answer period, Gerety
was asked about the new alcohol
policy, the role of fraternities, and
the parking situation among other
topics.
The event attracted approximately 150 people last Tuesday
night in the Washington Room.
After a brief introduction, Gerety
responded to questions.

Former Senator and Presidential candidate Eugene McCarthy (D-Minnesota)
s>poke at Friday's symposium on political parties. Please see story, Page 3.
t ' l u n i i l>\ :,>:<. M u i k

Political Party Symposium
Bad Poetry
The Art of Mel Osborne
World & Nation
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Opinion
Kaitlin McDermott

Editorial
When most students heard Trinity was adopting a new alcohol
policy, they expressed dismay and outrage. Students feared the death
of fraternity parties, while the administration maintained, that only
weekday parties would be substantially affected.
True to form, both sides were wrong.
With the policy on donations only a week old, some fraternities
have already developed strategies to sidestep restrictions on parties.
One proposal calls for the issuance of numbered passes similar to the
Performance Pass each student receives for Austin Arts Center productions.
.
The bearer of such a pass would be entitled to all the privileges of
membership in the Psi-Upsilon Academic and Social Club, an organization which would supposedly serve a scholarly function in addition
to its social purpose.
This would be funny if it did not reflect so poorly on the academic
community at Trinity. When fraternities (and itis not only P.si-U which
intends to adopt such policies) form "academic and social clubs" to
avoid the school's alcohol policy, it is a sign that the priorities of some
students have strayed far from academics.
Fraternities are welcome to a weeknight drinking club, but school
policy makes it clear that the host would not be allowed to charge the
traditional three dollars. This policy is not unfair, and it has not
affected fraternities like St. Anthony's Hall which conduct legal
parties.
Yes, these parties are expensive, but that does not mean they need
to come to an end. Psi-U and Alpha Delta Phi and other fraternities
which hold weekday parties will simply have to be more creative
fundraisers.
Car washes, T-shirt sales, and other events will have to take the
place of the traditional three dollar donation offered at the door.
The argument that fraternities need the sales of alcohol to fund
house projects like community service is laughable. No houses
recognized by the College hold community service projects often
enough to make such a claim.
Psi-U and AD claim that house clean-ups are fruitless because of
the aftershocks of weekly parties. Take some pride m your houses,
guys. Some things are more important than having a great paity every
week. '
The administration has been more than generous in the enforcement of the alcohol policy as it-relates to fraternities. At least twothirds of the students at Trinity are youngerthan 21, but the administration has not required or enforced strict identification procedures.
It is also common knowledge that fraternities have not observed
the rule limiting weekday parties to only 100 guests.
Trinity already has all the rules in place which are needed to cut
back on weekday parties. If fraternities don't find less transparent way s
to dodge the new donation rule, they might find themselves pinched by
strict enforcement of the alcohol policy.
The Tripod is not anti-fraternity. However, the fraternities are one
of Trinity's most wasted resources. The new donation policy may
serve to help the frats find some objective sense'of common good. The
fraternities, though, seem intent on dodging the administrative call for
self-imposed reform.
,
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Authors of "The View" Guide
Correct Errors/ Omissions
To the Editor:
Last week Trinity
students .'and faculty received
a copy :of •. The View: , An
Insider's Guide to Trinity
College. The authors would
like to take this opportunity, to
correct some mistakes that
appeared in the publication.
First, we apologize to the
members of the Alpha Chi Roe
fraternity for inadvertently
omitting them from the Greek

life section, and also stating in
the Entertainment section that
Crow gave weekly Tuesday
night parties. These were
unfortunate errors and in no
way deliberate slight.
Secondly, the organization
SOAR was incorrectly
identified, and should have
been defined as 'Students
Organized Against Racism'.
Thirdly, the Summit Hill Cafe
on Zion Street has changed

Reaction
To Theft

rr

To the Editor:
Just a word in support
of Brett Gering's letter refering '
to the theft of. Mel Osbore's
paintings., Perhaps I'm old
fashioned, but one of the most
fundamental values that I was
' :::«;i-4 Arts'Edltof
Artc T3HIt«* -f11 : ;ii! ;sf - S "Gtftitktion Marifl!?et -v.'-v- taught was to not steal, and as
^$NT
a student interested in the field
of Art, I find it doubly
disturbing that any other
human being could be so low
i : s
' * -1 N l C O l e M o r e t t l H :-••••;;-.--«•;.-::.;;••' ? Pa*riria Pipr-shrf^-'w as to steal another's creation.
••••••••••••••••••••••« ;. / - c i ^ i - . - r ^ J i ^ G J S
...••:.••::....:..•:••••.
•: Ka*V
l U r t O s l SVfl,,;.-•..It. is difficult to find words to
express the disgust that this
has inspired, and I suppose
the saddest thing is that
ss't News Editor
Lettci s Editor
sensitive and creative works
of art are languishing where
All letters must be1 received by 5 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed by the
the people that see them could
author and including a phone number for verification will be considered for
not possibly appreciate them.
publication: Though there isno limit on length, the Tripod reserves the right
to edit any submission-over 250 words in length. Letters may be left on the
door of the Tripod office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 1310. The
•Tripod can be-reached a 297-2583.

wrey
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Sincerely,
Victoria Gardner

ownership over the summer
and is no longer a "gay and
lesbian
nightspot"
as
described in our book. We
regretany other errors thatyou
might have found, and hope
that The View will continue to
be an indispensable reference
and guide to life at Trinity.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Horn
Nina Tiger

The opinions expressed in these letters
do not necessarily leflect the views,
thoughts, opinions, or beliefs of the
Tripod as a whole or in part.

Letters Policy
. The Tripod attempts to print all letters to the Editor.
To insure the publication of your letter, be sure to
include your name, telephone number and box
number. Only signed letters will be printed! Though
it is not required, priority will be given to letters
which are submitted on Macintosh disk. Call John
Kehoe, Letters Editor, at 297-2583 to arrange a
time to transfer your letter. Disks can also be left in
the Letters folder on the door of the Tripod office,
Jackson Basement, and will be returned within
two days. For additional information concerning

, the Tripod' Letters Policy, consult the letters box:
underneath the masthead.
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News
McCarthy, Broder Highlight
Political Party Symposium
-By John W . M . ClaudMu>uigiii}> Editor
Two former Senators and one
ot'lhe nation's foremost political
columnists were the featured
speakers at a symposium on
American political parties held
here last Friday.
Former Senators Eugene
McCarthy (D-MN), Daniel Evans
(R-VVA), and nationally syndicated writer David S. Broder, all
spoke to an audience gathered to
celebrate the bicentennial of the
United States Constitution.
The program, titled "The
History and Future of Political
Parties in the United States of
America," examined the the history and modern aspects of parties in this country as well as in
Connecticut.
College President Tom Gerety opened the symposium with a
brief introduction. Broder gave
the keynote address which focused
on the failings of the two party
system as well as the differences
in the existing major political
parties in the United States.
Broder argued that the tasks
of the parties has become more
specialized since New Deal-era
politics. The Democrats, he said,
have focused their goals on social
programs, and internal "downhome" responsibilities. On the
other hand, the public perceives
the Republicans as being strong
on the issues of foreign affairs,
the economy, and defense.
Broder explained that the
"down-home" objectives are
usually handled by the Congress,
which explains Democratic dominance of the legislative branch
with little exception the last fifty
four years.
The public views policy
matters in foreign affairs, defense
and the economy as the president's
job. Broder said that it is no
accident that a Republican has
held the White House twenty of
the twenty four years prior to the
1992 election.
"Party links to government
have been strengthened for a long
time," said Broder.
"Ronald

Reagan campaigned incessantly
for the GOP. He worked his heart
otit for Republican candidates.
And George Bush was the first
party chairman to ever be elected
President."
Broder also addressed the
question of regional dividers separating the major parties. "Regional party lines have disappeared," said Broder. He cited the
waning influence of traditionally
conservative southern democrats
as an example.
The next speaker was Samuel
T. McSeveney, a professor of
history at Vanderbilt University
in Tennessee, who presented a
historical view of the political
parties. He presented slides that
showed the demographic changes
in the United States from the formation of the first two political
parties, the Democrat-Republicans and the Federalists.
McSeveney traced the formation of the Republican party
prior to the Civil War and the
evolution of the Democrats in the
early part of this century.
After a brief lunch, the two
Senators began their debate. The
moderator was J, Ronald Spencer,
an Associate Academic Dean at
Trinity.
Senator Evans was a three
term Governor of Washington
who was appointed to the Senate
in 1982. He also delivered the
Keynote address at the 1968
Republican national convention.
Senator McCarthy was
elected to the House of Representatives in 1948 and served five
terms there before serving two
terms in the Senate. He ran unsuccessfully forpresident in 1968,
and again as a third party candidate in 1976.
McCarthy criticized American television heavily, arguing that
the Federal Communications
Commission was farcical He also
advocated the ban of all religious
and most political commentary
programming.
"McCarthy also called for a
five- or six-party system. He
believes two parties can in no way
serve the needs of its members.
Evans supported coalitions

within the existing parties. "The
Democratic party is losing its lock
on the south, and the 1990 census
will bring about a major realignment of the House of Representatives." he said.
Evans speculated that Texas.
California. Florida, and North
Carolina will gain seats in the
House. Northern states like New
York. Pennsylvania, and Ohio,
which have always been important states for Democrats to win.
will lose seats.
The program concluded with
a discussion on the condition of
political parties in Connecticut.
Democrats hold a six-to-one
majority in Hartford, and hold a
slight majority throughout the rest
of the state.

Photo by Sue Muik

Outreach Sets Fall Agenda
-By Jane ReynoldsAsst. News Editor
On Wednesday Sept. 13,
Community Outreach held its first
Volunteer Orientation. The evening started at with a dinner attended by the project heads and
the agency coordinators. Community Outreach President
Eleanor Traubman noted that this
dinner was important because it
was the first time that all project
heads and agency coordinators had
been brought together.
Traubman said that the dinner
"symbolizes what we want to see
happen during the rest of the year...
a commitment to building upon
the quality of our partnership with
the people of Hartford."
All students who signed up
for Commun ity Outreach projects
were invited to an Orientation in
the Boyer Auditorium. Over 200
students attended this event.
Traubman started by giving a brief
history of Outreach, which has
"come a long way from 5 years
ago." What started as a group of
students visiting a soup kitchen
has grown into an organization
that is involved with 13 separate
projects.

Traubman noted that students sue can make a difference," she
active in community service said. Gardeneradded that "it takes
should not just concentrate on their tolerance, it takes patience, and it
specific projects, but that "it's takes diplomacy" for people to
about thinking about and reflect- make a difference through coming on the broader social issues munity service.
that affect our projects."
Gardener said that people have
Community Outreach Vice to wake up and realize that "there
President Dave Friedman then has to be more in life than just
spoke. He told the students that you." She told the group that
"it is your effort and your com- "you are the generation that is
mitment that make up the Com- going to wake us up." "The Havtmunity Outreach program." "We ford community is waiting for you
are the largest group on campus," and they are excited about your
said Friedman. He also said that interest," she added.
"this organization is part of a
After Gardener's speech, the
national movement."
volunteers split up into groups
Courtney Gardener was the with their project heads and
keynote speaker. Gardener is the agency coordinators. At that point,
Executive Director of the the specifics of the projects were
Governor'sCouncil on Voluntary discussed. Traubman was pleased
Action and President of the Hart- that "the community leaders took
ford Board of Education. In her the time to come."
speech, Gardener discussed how
This was the first time that a
participation in community serv- unified effort was made to preice can have a very large effect on pare all volunteers for their tasks.
society as a whole. "Community An important goal of Community
service and family and you your- Outreach this year is to present an
self have a lot to do with the big image of one united organization
picture," said Gardener.
as opposed to many separate projGardener told the students that ects.
"this whole movement is about
Traubman noted that "part of
changing things-making things Community Outreach is being part
better." "Your opinion on an is- of the overall mission and goals,
not just your project."

Mentor Program Expands
Role in Residential Life
-By Johann ReusehSpecial to flic Tripod

Mark RUS!ie|| Wl1"s ol«tocl lunior Class President Thursday. Phot" by Sue Muik

Former Senator Daniel Evans (R-Washington.)

Originally conceived by retired Vice President Tom Smith,
the mentors are young faculty
members who live among siudents in the dorms and casually
and peripherally partake in some
of the residential activities.
They advise students in academic and personal matters upon
consultation. The original plan
for the mentor program was to
place one live-in mentor in each
dorm. Smith planned to fill twelve
initial positions to broadly cover
the residential units.
The Mentor program is
modelled after the British College system, where faculty members and their families live with
students and dine with them, frequently inviting them to their
residences.

The program hasencountered
difficulties in its implementation
at Trinity College. Whether there
was a lack of junior faculty willing to live in the dorms, a problem
with administrative control, or
funding, the outcome resulted in
the appointment of two Mentors
only in 1985.
Redefined as Graduate Mentors, these positions were designed
for graduate students who have
completed their doctoral course
load, working towards their dissertation. Qualified to teach they
provide the link between students
and faculty, being a hybrid of
both.
The Graduate Mentors participate in some aspects of student
life, make themselves available to
groups of their own interest and to
those -who invite them. They
propose courses and teach those
their academic departments in-

vite them to.

Last semester's Mentor activities included the Student Forum, a series of .student lectures
and the International Cultural
Evening Series, which brought
foreign food, language, culture
and entertainment to the campus.
This semester's plan focuses
on the Vernon Social Center. They
propose to present a casual European Coffehouse style setting, in
which Trinity and Hartford community members will perform
their works from various artistic
media. There will also be casual
lectures and a discussion series
about life after college, as well as
participation and assistance in
various student groups and activities.
The Graduate Mentors are
Johann Reusch (Dooneshitry)and
Laura
Abrahamson-Lazos
(Jackson).
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News
Multicultural Society Seeks to Bridge Community Barriers
originate only from conflicts between black and white students
on this campus," said Maswowswe. "Quite often, we also
Editors note: The Tripod M 'ill find people of the same race or
be reporting weekly on organiza- religious group discriminate or
tions founded to improve the ostracize members of their own
community in which we live. In community."
future issues, news briefs and
"Maswowswe noted that the
announcements concerning such goals and structure of the Multicgroups will appear. Information ultural Society will be different
or news should he submitted to from most other organizations
Chris Kelly , box 655.
here at Trinity.
In an effort to unite the dif"It is not an activist organizaferent cultures in the Trinity tion itself. It's goals are educacommunity, Joshua Maswoswe tional, supportive, and what we
'91 and Mia Morton '91 are in the call "actionary"goals. Byactionprocess of establishing a new ary, I refer to the support of such
organization.
The proposed- actiVistorganizations'in their efMuliticultural Society will be f o r t s b u t n o t t h e a c t u a ] initiation
brought before the SGA this fall of such activities themselves," said
for ratification.
Maswowswe.
"One main issue the MulticRegarding the acquisition of
ultural Society would like to resourcesfor the Society's activiaddress is the misconception that ties, Maswowswe stated that the
the main problems on this campus Multicultural Society was not
-By Chris KellySpecial to the Tripod

planning to rely only on funds
from the SGA budget.
The
Multicultural Society will attempt
to acquire financial support from
outside organizations, particularly
community businesses.
In addition, The Multicultural Society is trying to tap the
intellectual resources of the faculty and administration. According to Maswowswe, the Multicultural Society hopes to have a reciprocal relationships with the.
organizations it supports.
. "If.for example, the Hillel
House is having a party and is
short on monitors, they could ask
us to help find monitors, and we
would ask the other organizations
to lend some help. Later, the
groups, that help may need help
themselves," said Maswowswe.
The organizations that are
affiliated with the group would
actually be part ofihe Multicultural Society, each having two rep-

resentatives in the society's decision-making board.
Maswowswe recently met
with President Gerety, whom he
said was "enthusiastic about the1
Multicultural Society and was

willing to help win administration support for the group."
For more information about
the Multicultural Society, contact
Joshua Maswoswe Box 264 or
Mia Morion Box 290.

Festival Eucharist
Paul Moore, Jr., Preacher
Bishop of New York

Arthur Walmsley, Celebrant
Bishop of Connecticut
The Chapel Singers
Hartford Brass Quartet
9:00 a.m.
September 24, 1989

'Trinity Coiitgt ChapeC

Ifyou can find aMadntosh in this room,
we might putone inyours. Free.

• , • In what will surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term, Apple invites you
to try winning a free Apple*Macintosh*Plus personal computer merely by finding it in
this drawing.
We'll even give you a hint: It's not the table, the lamp, or the chair.
Now you're on your own.
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your
campus. Oh, all right, we'll give you a hint for that, too: Look at the bottom of this ad.
But do it really, really fast. Because only one Macintosh is being given away on this
campus,
and it's going to happen soon,
:
Soon, as in right away Pronto. Quick-like.
But hey, you can take a hint.
.

Somebody's goingtowin a free Macintosh.
Enter September 18th-Septeraber 29th

Computing Center, Hallden Lab
© 1989 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Illustration © 1989 Matt Groeuin]
Oneentry per person, please Only
Onlyfulltime
fonihv m
aatr***
„.„-•fulltime students, faculty,
andI staff
are -i.-..iw..
eligible to
win.
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News
Gerety Fields Questions at "Talk with Tom"
Continuued From Page 1
corner of" Broad and Vernon," he
said.
The second half of the program touched on a variety of
subjects. Questions about the new
racial harrassment policy and the
President's committment to elimi-

nating racism drew a strong response from Gerety. He cited his
creation of a new Dean and a new
commission to deal exclusively
with racism.
Gerety also defended the
work of the Racial Harrassment
Policy Committee to come up with
a strongly worded policy. Gerety

stated that racism is the primary
problem on campus and his goal
is to take strong steps to confront
the problem.
Regarding his determination
to highlight community service,
Gerety made his intentions clear
to the audience . "I'm going to
push strongly for more involve-

ment, but I don't think I'm going
to make it mandatory [to graduate]," he said. He further suggested that he would do as much
as possible to stress community
service.
One of the final issues Gerety addressed was expansion. "I
think I would like to de-empha-

New Donation Policy Found Lacking
Continuued From Page 1
change this week.
"Hopefully, this new policy
will add variety," said President
of St. Anthony's Hall Michael
Petrucelli.
Petrucelli noted that organizations will now have to be more
creative with their parties. Tshirts, commemorative cups,
bands, and other performers could
be used as a means of fundraising.
AD and PSI-U, adhering to
policy, both offered invitations to
students at a cost equivalent to
their normal rate of three dollars.
Despite the new method, the turnout at both parties was very close
to normal. Washbum said, "We
had a great crowd with no problems."
Psi-U reported that their

Thursday night crowd was a little
lower than usual. Brosgol attributed the decrease in attendance to
the confusion surrounding the new
policy.
"We were under the impres-

sion that the policy went into effect next week [this week] until
the last minute. When everything
was straightened out, the news
was carried by word of mouth,
and temporary invitations were

distributed by the brothers," said
Brosgol.
Like last week, invitations
will be required for both AD and
Psi-U's mid-week parties.

How're you going to do it?
"My chem lab report is due Monday.
My English lit. paper is due Tuesday.
, My economics paper is due on Wednesday.
And the big game's tomorrow."

Auction

PS/2 it!

Continuued From Page 1
alumni as well," said Suzanne
i Carroll "90, Chairman of the
Warehouse Comittee.
The idea of a fundraising
auction organized solely by students was concieved in 1987. It
was an opportunity for students to
take part in the "Campaign for
Trinity", -the College's recent
capital campaign which concluded
on June 30.
The students solicited alumni,
parents, faculty, area businesses,
and students for auction gifts. The
auction raised over $12,000 and
helped the College office meet a
$100,000 challenge grant for fi :
nancial aid from the George Alden
Trust.
A wide variety of gifts from
the first auction captured the interest of many auction bidders. The
item list included a sky-box for
twelve to see U2 in concert, a
weekend at the Cortina Inn in
Killington, VT, box tickets to see
the Yankees, and lunch with former Senator Lowell Weicker.
Students also donated their
time and services. One student
agreed to type two term papers.
Another student cooked a Japanese dinner for 6 people. Trinity
organizations contributed to the
auction as well. Free tennis lessons were given by the men's
tennis team. The Trinity Pipes
donated a free concert.
The auction is more than a
money making event. According
to Matt Gilmond '89, a committee member for the 1987 auction,
"The first auction was a tremen, dous success. It Was a valuable
: experience for all the students who
were involved. Not only was it a
fun event for the community, but
it also showed that the students ;
can make :;aldiffe'rence on this_
c a r n p u s . "

•':.",' ;

'•..'••

'•"••• "'

••

"We hope that the second
auction will be even niore suc•cessful than the first,": said
Suzanne Carroll. "Hovveyer, :we
really;:need the .support: of\ the
students, faculty* parents, ?and

•alumni;";

, • ";• •;.

' • " • • • • y : : l : - ,;';::"•

size expansion," he said. "I think
if we looked back on the school in
50 to 100 years, we would be very
sorry [if we continued toexpand]."
Reaction from the students
was mostly positive. "Overall I
think it served its purpose, although at times it became a gripe
session," said Scott Mattoon '91,
one of the organizers of the event.
Those in the audience enjoyed the program. AnnaSweeney
'92 said "I thought it went well
He [Gerety] appeared honest; he
answered when he could and when
he couldn't, he said so too. He
was open to the suggestions of the
students."

Now, super savings on PS/2's.
Be ready for this semester with the IBM Personal System/2.®
Choose from five complete packages of hardware and softwareall at special low student prices. What's more, when you purchase a PS/2,® you can get the exciting new PRODIGY®
service at less than half the retail price? Strike while the
prices are hot. Pick the PS/2 that's right for you.
Model 25
8525-001

Model 30 286
8530-E21

Model 50 Z
8550-031

Model 55 SX
8555-061

Model 70 386
8570-E61

640Kb

1Mb

1Mb

2Mb

4Mb

8086 (8 MHz)

80286 (10 MHz)

80286 (10 MHz)

80386SX"'(16MHz)

80386™ (16 MHz)

3.5" diskette drive

720Kb

1.44Mb

1.44Mb

1.44Mb

1.44Mb

Fixed disk drive

20Mb

20Mb

30Mb

60Mb

60Mb

-

Yes

Yes

Yes
8513 Color

Memory
Processor

Micro Channel™
architecture
Display

Monochrome

8513 Color

8513 Color

8513 Color

Mouse

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DOS 4.0
Microsoft®
Windows/286
hDC Windows
Express™

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows/286
Word 5.0*
hDC Windows
Express
hDC Windows
Manager™
hDC Windows
Color"1

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows/286
Word 5.0*
Excel*
hDC Windows
Express
hDC Windows
Manager
hDC Windows
Color

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows/386
Word 5.0*
Excel*
hDC Windows •
Express
hDC Windows
Manager
hDC Windows
Color

DOS 4.0
Microsoft
Windows/386
Word 5.0*
Excel*
hDC WindowsExpress
hDC Windows
Manager
hDC Windows
. Color

$2,299

$2,799

Software

Price

IBM Printers

$1,499

Proprinter™ III w/Cable (4201/003)
ProprinferX24E w/Cable (4207/002)
ProprinterXL24Ew/Cable (4208/002)

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
NANCYSOWA :
\
"•: 142 • LIFE SCIENCES CENTER ;:;: :••
297-2571 8am -;3pin M-F : •,;

$3,499

$4,699

$369
*499
$669

'.COME TO THE PS/2 FAIR:
OCTOBER 6, 1989
11:00am - 3:00pm
A T T H E CAVE:'

'••.•:'•

•Microsoft Word and Excel aw theAcademic Editions; This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and stall who order an IBM PS/2 Model
'8525-001:85/30-E21,8550-031,8555-061 or 8570-E6T on or before October 31,1989. Prices quoted do not include sates lax, handling and/or •
processing charges. Check withyour institution regarding these charges; Orders are.subjecl to availability IBM may withdraw the promotion at any
tieWithputMittennotiCB
' > r " > '' ' • ' • ; '
''
''/
: : ' " ; ' : : " • ' :'
'
'
p
IBM Personal Syslern/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks, and Proprinler and Micro Channel are trademarks, ol Inlemalionai Business Machines Corporal ion. Microsoft is a
registered trademark oi Microsoft Corporation: PRODIGY is a registered trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership ol IBM and Sears. iiDC Windows Express,
"hDC Windows Manager and hDC Windows Color are trademarks of hDC Computer Corporation. 80386SX and 80386 are trademarks of Intel Corporation. © IBM Corp. 1989
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World & Nation
Canvass
Gun control—It aint jest fer breakfast anymore.
Maybe this is.the kind of down-home, thousand-pointsof-light-speak we thinking citizens need to adopt in order to
catch the attention of the opponents of gun control. PresidentBush, for one, emerges unscathed and unmoved from each
incident of violent abuse of firearms, each time insisting that
"the loss of human life is horrible, but I have seen no evidence
that a law banning a specific weapon is going to guard against
it." It is inexcusable that our Chief Executive is not deeply
disturbed by the wave of killings, such as last week's slaying of
seven and wounding of fifteen others in Louisville aswellas the
Stockton, California shootings of last February. Both instances
are testament to the wide availability of weapons to those who
misuse them, and their danger both for the owner of the gun as
well as those in his community. In a nation where a sports
figure can list his main goal as "Putting an end to all killing in
the world," and state that his hobbies are "hunting and fishing,"
it is clear the time has come for us to reevaluate our position on
weapons as a form of defense.
Maybe it is best to examine what I deem as "gun control",
so that all opponents of this notion can get the facts straight.
First of all, Bush's recent ban on the importation of foreignmade, semi-automatic weapons is not gun control. Secondly,
the President's crime-control package, submitted to Congress
in May mandating more police, tougher sentencing, and a ban
on large-capacity ammunition clips is not gun control; What is
an effective control is background checks on gun purchasers, an
end to the sale of assault weapons to civilians, and the cessation
of the overseas trade of American-made firearms. That is gun
control, and it is neither extreme nor limiting to the recreational
shoo ter, taking aim a t scjuirrels in his spare time. These measures
will simply remove guns from the hands of those who do more
than "play" with them, for no common citizen has any need for
a semi-automatic firearm for any sensible reason. As a life
member of the National Rifle Association, 6ur president should
be aware that not all gun owners restrict their hunting to the
animal kingdom, and tha t these killers are not dissuaded by the
threat of strong prison sentences or extra police on the
streetcorner. The time has come for some form of restrictions on
gun sales to consumers, and we shouldn't have to wait for the
death toll to.mount in order to convince Capital Hill that we
mean business.

SGA Elections
are on September 25

Petitions are dye
no later than Sept,
22 at 3:00 p.m.
You can either run for dorm rep or
your class rep-at-large. Petitions can
be picked up inthe Student Activities
Office on the second floor of Mather.
They must be, returned with 25
signatures to either Box 1388 or
directly to Melissa Gold - President,
or Sharon Simkiss - Vice President.
Attendance at SGA meetings is
mandatory and are held every
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Hamlin Hall.
The first meeting will be on Sept. 26.
Any interested student is welcome
and eligible to run.

GUNS

UNLlfwilTED

Guns are available to the consumer in most U.S. cities. Here - Omaha, Nebraska.

Photo by Eve Meltzer

ConnPIRG Fall Update
-By Patricia CanavaSpeckil to the Tripod
The first comprehensive plan
to speed the cleanup of
Connecticut's hazardous waste
sites was passed unanimously by
state lawmakers on June 7, 1989,
the last day of the 1989 session of
the General Assembly.
The victory caps a two year
battle to secure adequate funding,
adopt standards, and establish a
goal of the year 2000 for the
cleanup of the almost 600 sites
throughout Connecticut. Governor William O'Neill signed the
bill on July 3 and it takes effect
immediately.
The bill was introduced on
the behalf of the Connecticut
Public Interest Research Group, a
state-wide environmental and consumer advocacy group directed
by students from Trinity and from
the Hartford and Storrs branches
of the University of Connecticut.
The passage of the bill follows the
release of the ConnPIRG report,
"Commitment to Cleanup."
This report rated the state's
hazardous wastecleanup program
against that of eight other states
with similar problems. On the
basis of staff and fundingforcleanups and the strength of hazardous
waste laws in such areas as standards and timelines, Connecticut
received failing marks. The state's
current toxic waste cleanup program is administered by only II
Department of Environmental
Protection
(DEP)
staff.
ConnPIRG's Executive Director,
James Leahy, commented, "Until
now, the hazardous waste laws on
the books have "been ineffective.
The new hazardous wastecleanup
law goes beyond good intentions
—' it provides access to the re-

sources to get the job done right."
The new bill adopts many of
ConnPIRG's recommendations,
including:
1. a mandate that the state begin
cleanup of all hazardous waste
sites by the year 2000, and conduct cleanups according to stringent standards to be developed
and enforced by the DEP;
2. an annual allocation of $ 1 million of the state Emergency Spill
Response Fund to the DEP for
additional hazardous waste staff;
3. the Establishment of a $3 million revolving loan program to
help small businesses address
hazardous waste cleanup and other
related problems.;
4. the allocation of $250,000 for a
statewide aquifer protection program; and
5.the allocation of additional funds
for toxic substance research and a
grant program to help municipalities clean up contaminated
landfills.
The bill was supported in the
legislature by state Representatives Liz Brown and T.J. Casey,
both members of the Environment
Committee. A unique coalition
of environmental and business
interests formed as the bill was
passed unanimously through the
Environment, Appropriations, and
Finance Committees.
Students involved in both the
Trinity and UCONN chapters of
ConnPIRG worked at the grassroots level to build support for the
bill. Endorsements were forthcoming from over 40 local groups
and governments. Beth Boisvert,
'91, who organized the local efforts, said, "It was really exciting
to see the support coming from all
different groups in towns around
Connecticut. It really let the legislators know that their constitu-

ents wanted this bill passed."
Rep. Liz Brown added, "The work
done by ConnPIRG and the Metal
Finisher Association was instrumental in the passage of this legislation. Executive Director Leahy
concurred: "We're extremely
excited about this bill, but the
work isn't over. We'll continue
to Tight for strong regulations
regarding cleanups and the enforcement of the law."
This semester, ConnPIRG is
continuing its work on environmental issues with the introduction of legislation to clean up Long
Island Sound and through its efforts to organize "Barthd'ay '90",
which is a rally to celebrate the
twentieth anniversary of the first
Earthday rally. The rally, first
held in 1970, is considered instrumental in generating the environmental movement. One of the
projects of "Earthday '90" will be
a state-wide poster contest for
children centering around environmental issues.
In addition, ConnPIRG will
work on the issues of hunger and
homelessness and consumer protection. The projects for hunger
and homelessness include a weeklong awareness project and the
"Housing Now" rally in Washington, D.C. The consumer projects will be concentrating their
efforts on all-terrain vehicles, bank
rates, and toy safety. Blair Miller
'90, ConnPIRG's state board
chair, stated, "The projects that
we're working on this semester
are really exciting. We plan to accomplish alot."
ConnPIRG's General Interest Meeting is tonight at 7:30 in
Seabury 19. All who are interested in working with ConnPIRG
or who would like to find out
more are welcome to attend.

Are you opinionated?
Something on your mind?
Write for World & Nation.
Submit articles'to Box 1310
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World & Nation
The Korean Dilemma - Nationalism
-By Steve H. Y i Worlc'l & Nation Writer
The past summer in Korea
(alias "The Hermit Kingdom")
was a trip I had never been sure of
making, especially since I had not
been there in six years. Fear of the
unknown often crept into my
mind. But I knew that I would
have to go back eventual ly to meet
the extended family that had
stayed behind when my mother
and father immigrated to the
United States in late 1974. But
instead of just going to vacation, I
enrolled in the Yonsei University
Summer School program so I
would get something constructive done.
The trip had some interesting
revelations of what the world is
fast becoming. The capital city of
Seoul has ten million people—
that's about 14,000 people per
square kilometer. It was crowded
and the roads were always packed.
It took me an hour by subway to

get from one part of Seoul to
Yonsei University when the walking there probably takes maybe
half the amount of time. Unfortunately, it was also consistently
about 95 degrees (32 degrees;
Korea uses the Celsius system)
outside so a pleasant walk was out
of the question. The city has so
many apartment complexes and
buildings that it looks like a
technocrat's dream. Seoul is, for
all purposes, the commercial
center of Korea, probably the only
one worth mentioning.
The city had undergone a
great number of reforms prior to
the '88 Olympics. For example,
nearly every road sign and subway stop was printed in both
Korean and English. Many English words had been phonetically
transferred to Korean and used in
that manner. Even television
shows followed American examples. The version of the
"Johnny Carson show" in Korea
is the "Johnny Yoon Show" (The
fellow from the mov ie "They Call

Clean Air Bills
-By Jen BarrSpecicil to the Tripod
Environmental issues have
long been ignored by the government and "big business". The
current fad in Washington,
sparked partly by our self-proclaimed environmentalist president, is clean air. Many senators
and representatives are looking to
strengthen the virtually ineffective Clean Air Act of 1970 by
passing legislation within the next
year.
There are three good bills
currently floating around committees in the House of Representatives: The Acid Rain Bill would
reduce the amount of sulfur dioxide legally permissible in the
atmosphere; The Urban Smog Bill
would create higher pollution
standards for automobiles and
would reduce the amount of carbon monoxide emissions pumped
into the air;The third bill in committee would mandate a drastic
reduction in the volume of toxic
substances released directly into
our air.
Despite the necessity of clean
air for a healthy existence, there is
a great deal of opposition to these
bills. Coal-burning power plants .
and other utility companies do not
want the Acid Rain Bill to become law because they would then
be required to install air scrubbers
on their numerous smoke stacks
and to use coal containing less
sulfur. The automobile industry
does not want the urban smog bill
to pass since it would be forced to
alter their methods of production
when, in fact, they already pro-

Act in TV
Commercials
High Pay
No experience, all
ages, kids, teens,
young adults, families,
mature people,
animals, etc.
Call Now!
Charm Studios
(800) 447-1530 Ext

7896

duce cars with lower carbonmonoxide emission levels for sale
in California. Since the beginning of the latest push to pass
clean air legislation ( starting
approximately eight years ago)
this opposition has spent over 12
million dollars on political action
committee (PAC) contributions
and direct lobbying to weaken
these bills.
Aftereight years of Reagan's
consistent neglect of environmental problems, President Bush
has made a great deal of progress
by making a proposal for clean air
legislation. His proposal, however, is not strong enough. The
adverse effects of air pollution are
apparent and they must be reduced, if not stopped altogether.
The technology exists to stop
destroying the environment and
to begin cleaning it up, but "big
business" chooses not to. Government regulation and enforcement are necessary to achieve
these results. The best effort the
individual voter can make toward
these goals right now is to urge
representatives to push for clean
air legislation.
Is It True..... Jeeps for
$44 through the
Government? Call for

facts!
(312) 742-1142.
Ext. 5403 A

Campus Reps
Needed
Earn big commissions
and free trips by selling
Nassau /Paradise
. Island, Cancun,
Mexico, Jamaica & Ski
trips to Vermont and
Colorado. For more
information call toll
free 1 -800-344-8360 or
in Connecticut (203)
967-3300.

Me Bruce"). The schools are re- want to return to normalcy.
quired to teach English from the
But the misunderstanding
7th grade and beyond.
reflects a two-sided problem.
Korea is truly a capitalist When Chun Doo Hwan took
country with ail the makings of a power after the assassination of
"free society." The newspapers Park Chung Hee in 1979, he was
abroad have often expanded the illegally seizing power using the
students protests into something 8th Infantry Division,commanded
more than what they truly repre- by General Roe Tae Woo,
sent. This is not degrading the strangely enough. The Korean
student protesters in any way or people reacted violently to this
even their importance. Without move, but the United States, eadissidence, there can be no room ger to restore a stable pro-U.S.
for improvement in society. government, invited strongman
However, the "enlightened" col- Chun Doo Hwan to the United
lege students of Korea in many States, recognizing him as the
ways are not so different from legal head of the Republic of
students here. They hear many Korea. This was a bad move and
horror stories about crime, unem- instigated a wave of anti-Ameriployment, and so forth, and be- canism which did not exist believe them without exploring any fore. Sure, there are still people
further. They don' t understand the who are friendly to Americans,
United States, frankly speaking, but now there is a considerable
and because of a few bad foreign and growing number that are
policy moves on behalf of the hostile. The resentment has no
United States, this country has logic behind it, just a growing
become a target for the students. hate of the visible presence of
The students have adopted Marx- American power over internal
ism/Stalinism (so they say) as their Korean affairs.
ideology, but they also possess
Most people know very little
little understanding of Marxism's about Korea, even less about the
basic tenets. I aslced a student North. When I say "Korea," I refer
what he thought Marxism was to the southern republic simply
and he replied, "Free people un- because it is more convenient.
der free elected government."
North Korea does not allow newObviously, the students are speople to get any penetration
opposing the present government beyond the superficial anyway.
now because of the frustrations Also, once a South Korean has
felt at the opposition parties'loss entered the North, he or she canto the government candidate Roh not return. This is a rule absoTae Woo. Because of the frustra- lutely enforced. A girl who had
tion, the students continued to gone to the North tried to return
demonstrate throughout the sum- over the summer, but the Southmer to little gain. The '88 elec- Korean Army was out and pretions were carried out democrati- vented any demonstration in her
cally and the majority of the people support or even her stepping in-

side the nation.
That is the absolute barrier to
peace between the Koreas— rabid
nationalism. The students in the
streets of Seoul are not Marxists
or Communists. They are nationalists. They see in North Korea
not the perfection of Communism,
but Koreanism. They see a nation
built by Koreans without any
foreign interference. Such an idea
of Koreans solely creating a great
nation is very attractive. This is
not just a local problem in the
Hermit Kingdom. It is a pervasive
problem everywhere.
This conclusion came to me
one day while I was talking to my
cousin when he said, "everything
Korean is good." Is that right? If
one was an American, I would
venture to guess that "everything
American is good." With all the
"Made in the U.S.A." commercials, the same type of nationalism is gaining ground. The businessmen are using national pride
to sell their products, trying to
degrade Asian (Japanese) goods
in particular.
Why are students so apathetic
about the outsidewortd? The answer is probably manifold, but
lies primarily in the methods of
education. Education teaches what
the government sponsors, not
necessarily what may or may not
be good to teach. And it is advantageous for a government to have
a nationalist-oriented education
to maintain loyalty of the populace. But with the good comes the
bad, and nationalism suddenly
becomes the barrier to international understanding.

News Summary
Washington—Sept. 13
Thirteen-yearrold Chantee Charles launched an unanticipated attack on the death
penalty Wednesday during an anti-drug rally in the White house Rose Garden. Surprising
both the President and many onlookers, Charles read a speech criticizing the death
penalty as well as the problem of homelessness in America. The teenager explained that
capital punishment "does not solve anything", and that "People in prison get better care
than homeless people on the streets." President Bush responded to Charles' speech by
stating, "It's not easy to get up in front of a big scary audience...and not worry if people
agree with you or not..."
Valdez, Alaska—Sept. 15
Following a six-month, billion-d ollar cleanup effort in the wake of the worst oil spill
in history, the Exxon company announced its plans to suspend operations here for the
winter. Approximately 10.8 million gallons of crude oil gushed into Prince William
Sound on March 24, and state officials contend that 57 percent of the original spill remains
unrecovered, contaminating the water and shoreline. Exxon intends to leave 300
"emergency" crews behind, consisting of scientists and monitors to study affected areas
and collect data during the winter months. Biologists note that the death toll for Alaska's
wildlife now totals 980 sea otters, 33,126 sea birds, and 138 bald eagles.
Bogota, Colombia—Sept 13
Government officials here are blaming the United States for a decrease in revenue
from the coffee trade, a once profitable portion of Colombia's legal exporting. In
particular, Colombian officials hold the U.S responsible for the collapse of a 74-nation
agreement intended to maintain coffee prices at a level remunerative for their country.
The U.S. asserts that it will not renew the agreement until Colombia vows not to sell coffee
to countries outside the pact at cheaper rates than to participating countries. Due to this
situation, Colombia stands to lose approximately $200 million in coffee revenue this year.
Baltimore—Sept. 14
Scientists at Johns Hopkins University announced a link between cigarette smoking
and some forms of cataracts. This study was the first to find that incidence of cataracts,
a gradual clouding of the eye's lens that can lead to blindness, is affected by factors other
than aging. The researchers noted that quitting smoking may reduce the risk of one form
of cataracts by half, a significant amount fora disease which afflicts more than one million
U.S. citizens annually. Dr. Robert Spurduto of the National Eye Institute stated: "More
work has to be done before we can come to a strong conclusion...It took many studies
before people were convinced that smoking causes lung cancer."
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Announcements
EXHIBITIONS
Through September 30 - " American Book origins, Ca. 1200-1780:
A Brief Celebration of Three
Anniversaries" and "Book-bindings in paper: a variety of 19th
century American and British
examples." Watkinson Library,
"A" floor,Trinity College Library.
Monday through Friday from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturdays
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Free
Admission.
Through October 8 - Selections
from the George F. McMurray
Collection. Widener Gallery,
Austin Arts Center. 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. daily. Free admission.
Monday Oct. 2 through Wednesday, Jan. 31 - "Pheasants: Splendid Birds of the Orient." Audubon
Room, Watkinson Library, "A"
Floor, Trinity College Library.
Monday through Friday from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturdays
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. when
the College is in session. Free
admission.

Monday Oct. 2 through Wednesday, Jan. 31 - "Maps and Images
of New Zealand." Watkinson
Library, "A" Floor, Trinity College Library. Monday through
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. and Saturdays from 9:30 a.m,
to 4:30 p.m. when the College is
in session. Free admission.
LECTURES
Sept. 25 and Sept. 26 - Dr. Shlomo
Ben-Ami, Israeli Ambassador to
Spain and noted European historian, will visit the Trinity campus
as part of Trinity's commemoration of the 500th anniversary of
Columbus and the quin-centenary observace of the expulsion of
the Spanish Jews. Dr. Ben-Ami
will deliver two public lectures:
the first, "The Concept of Southern Europe and the New Mediterranean Democracies," will take
place in McCook Auditorium,
Trinity College, 4:30 p.m. on
Monday, September 25. The second, "Spain and its Sephardi
Heritage Towards 1992," will take
place at Temple Beth-El, West

Frames
Accessories

their works as part of the annual
Rainbow Sound reading scries by
women writers. 8:15 p.m. J.L.
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center. Admission is free. For
more information, call (203) 2972408.

Hartford, at 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday, September 26.
Monday, Oct. 2 - "Lectura Dantis," a reading of "Canto 3" of
Dante's "Divine Comedy." 7:30
p.m. Hamlin Hall. Reading and
interpretation will be followed by
discussion and refreshments. The
"Lectura Dantis" series is sponsored by Trinity College'sCesare
Barbieri Center of Italian Studies.
Free admission.
MUSIC
Friday, Oct. 6 - "Italian Art Songs
and German Lieder" will be performed by Carlo Allemano, tenor;
Elisabetta Lombardi, mezzo soprano; and Erik Battaglia, pianist.
8:15 p.m. J.L. Goodwin Theatre
of Austin Arts Center. Free admission. Sponsored by the Trinity
College Cesare Barbieri Center
of Italian Studies.
POETRY READINGS
Thursday, Sept. 28 - Poetry reading by Elizabeth Libbey. 8 p.m.
Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall. Sponsored by the Trinity College Poetry.Center. Free admission.
Tuesday, Oct. 3 - Pulitzer Prizewinning poet Gwendolyn Brooks
and Lucille Clifton, a writer of
fiction and poetry who has been
nominated twice for the Pulitzer
Prize in poetry, will read from

DANCE
Wednesday. Sept. 27 - Crowsl'eet
Dance Collective , presented by
the Trinity College Women's
Center, will preform at 8 p.m. in
the J.L. Goodwin Theatre, Austin
Arts Center. The multi-cultural
collective, employs many disciplines including modern, Caribbean and African dance forms as
well as song, humor, American
sign language and martial arts.
Donations vvill be accepted at the
door.
THEATER
Wednesday, Oct. 4 - "Les SansJupons," a theater piece performed
in French about four women's
experiences in the French Revolution. Includes songs, dances,
and pantomime. Presented by
Trinity College's department of
Modern Languages. 8 p.m. J.L.
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center. Admission is free.
GENERAL
The regular Sunday Eucharist in
the Trinity College Chapel on

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard
Credit Cards?

Special
20%
discounts to

students
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AND MORE
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160 Park Road, West Hartford
236-3202
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Trinity's Late Night Connection

To All Students in Intermediate
and Advanced Spanish Courses:
This is to announce that there will
be a Conversation Hour in Spanish in the Modern Languages
Lounge in Scubury every Thursday from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. This
will give you an opportunity to
practice the language and learn
about Spain and Latin America.
Ms. Isabel de la Cuesta, Graduate
Fellow in Spanish at Trinity College, and a native of Spain, will
conduct these sessions.
Theater of the Female Body, an
Interdisciplinary Conference will
be held Oct. 12 - 14, in the Wean
Lounge at Trinity College. Dr.
Chareot's Hysteria Shows, at
Theaterworks in Hartford, will be
previewed and cast members will
discuss the show as part of the
conference. All events are free
and open to the public. Reservations are strongly advised for all
performances of Dr. Chareot's
.HytsteriaShows. For Conference
Information call (203) 297-2052.

Wanted!

VISA* and MitlarCarcf* the cedll cirrJs
you deserve and naod lot * tD * BOOKS
* DEPARTMENTSTOflES* TUITION
ENTCRrAIWMGiST * EMERGENCY CASH
* TICKETS* RESTAURANTS
+ HOTELS + GAS * CAR RENTALS
* REPAIRS-* AND TO BUILD
YOUR CREDIT RATING!

Mon. - Sat. 10 - 7; Sun. 11 - 4

Sunday, September 24, is going
to be special. In the first place it
will be at 9:00 a.m., rather than
the usual lalerlime. The preacher
at the service will be the Rt. Rev.
Paul Moore, Jr., Bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of New York,
Bishop Bishop Moore has been a
preacher at the Trinity Chapel in
years past and now, with Adelia
Moore, his daughter, and Tom
Gerely, his son-in-law, the College has another connection with
him and lie will he with us on the
day that Tom is inaugurated.as
President of the College.

i'nmnivr.1

Students and Clubs to join
the.'89 - '90 Student Travel
Services' Sales Team. Earn
cash and/or FREE
Winter and Spring Break
vacations. Travel with the
best to our exciting ski and
sun destinations. For more
information call
1-800-648-4849.

ADVANCED STUDIES
IN ENGLAND
Associated with Oxford University

At the Corner of Farmington & Sisson
1 Mile or 6 Lights from the Aetna Building

We Have 6ft. Party Subs
Open''9a.m. till 2:30 a.m.
7 Days a Week
232-5429

Will be holding a meeting at
Seabury 405 (Foreign Studies
Office) o n Wednesday, Sept. 20
at 11:00 a.m.
•Advanced Studies in England is an
undergraduate Humanities Program
for Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors
based in Bath with residential
components in Oxford and Stratfordon-Avon.
•All courses approved and faculty
appointed by University College,
Oxford University.
•Free Eurorail passes now available for
Trinity College students.
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Your roommate

Oh, how you need Campus
Message Line!
Face it — you've got a roommate, not a receptionist. And that's
exactly why you need SNET's Campus Message Line. It's a great new way
to get all of your phone messages, all of
the time
Message Line is a fully automated message
service that's on call 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. It receives and stores your phone messages until you access them with a private code
from any Touch-Tone phone. So if you're
out when friends or family call, you're
covered. In fact, you don't even need
your own phone to use it,
There are two economical Message Lines to choose from. Message
Line I gives you 60 minutes of use
for $7.95 a month*. Message Line II
(may be shared by a group of roommates) provides 120 minutes for
$14.95 a month*. Act now and
you'll receive additional Message
Line discounts. If you order Message Line II, we'll also include an
extra 30 minutes of free use for the
first month,
Don't miss any more messages
because you're not there. Or because your roommate is there. Get
SNET Campus Message Line today.
To order or to get more information, call (S00) 272-SNET, Dept. CM.

•Additional usage is billed at a rate of 15 cents a minute.
SNET Campus Message line is provided by SNET Services Group,
a division of Southern New England Telephone.

We go beyond the call.
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Arts
A Guy Who Enjoys
By Maria Blackburn, Arts Editor
Mel Osborne's artwork is impossible
to ignore. It hangs from the windows of
Cook Dormitory on signs, appears on T
shirts he designed, and sold last semester
and is even visible on a pair of his jeans
which he has created into a work of art by
using paint and a huge variety of various
pieces of fabric. In the last three years Mel's
comic book style characters have become
as much apart of Trinity asapairof Blucher
moccassins and this May at graduation, I
half expect the army of them to march on
stage and collect diplomas.
Currently Mel is exhibiting a selection
of his artwork at the Mather Campus Center
Artspace. Comics, clothing, film and paintings all come together in this small area to
give us a sense of who this talented artist is.
One collage entitled "I Was Angry", created from paint and various found materials
is a perfect insight into his character.
Looking at the selection of materials on the
canvas; a penny, melted wax, Advil (to
name a few), and the manner in which they
are married with swirls of black and metallic paint, the viewer is immediately made
aware of the feeling behind this composition and the title becomes unneccessary.
Although he is quite agile in all medias,
it is in his painting that Mel is truly superior.
Brilliantly colored fat graffitti letters and
Mel-style characters burst forth from the
canvases with an amazing energy and sense

of urgency. At any moment one of the six
figures from "Self Portrait" could jump
down off the wall and scamper away and
to be perfectly honest, I wouldn't be suprised if it happened,
One week before his show was due to
open, two of Mel's paintings were stolen.
But out of this tragedy came something
good, or rather many good things. Mel's
anger joined with the urgent need to
complete the show and the result was some
of his finest work to date. The artist should
be commended.
At the opening reception on Thursday
night there was a certain excitement and
feeling of expectancy in the air. Yes, we
had all seen Mel's art before—in bits and
pieces at various times in the last few
years, but seeing it all together and in one
place made everyone present realize that
this gifted artist and friend is destined for
greatness.
Mel, we are all waiting.
Oh and by the way, after looking at
the mischeivous characters on his canvases I have come to my own conclusion
about the theft. Maybe those paintings
were not really stolen after all. Perhaps
they simply got up and walked away.

Mel O'sborne with one of his self portraits. Plioto by Katlileen Thomas

Take Five With Mel Osborne
Why do you draw?

Name three things that inspire you,

Because I can. I do it when I'm upset,
when I'm happy, when I'm depressed. It
is the the most effective way I know of to
express myself. I believe that if art is
purely spontaneous then it tells the publie exactly who you are. That's. why there
are so many self portaits among my
works...I see myself in alol of these things.

1) Urgency
2) Spontaneity
3) The Bronx

Do you believe that making commercial art is "selling out"?
No, not at all. Forme, if my art appears
commercial and makes the fine arts world
frown that's okay. I don't mind. I've
tried to paint according to the rules and
I've failed because it doesn't satisfy me.
Its too cerebral and non-emotional.

New Sunday Event Series
Highlights Arts at Trinity
Sunday September 10 at 7 PM marked the
beginning of the Sunday Evening Event Series
at the New Social Center on Vernon St. The
program, which is new to the college this year,
features regularly scheduled theatrical and
musical performances, poetry and play readings in an "informal setting. The aim of the
program is to expose Trinity students to representatives of the greater Hartford artistic community in an informal European Coffeehouse
style setting in which performers, students and
community members can mingle and enjoy
free refreshments both during and after the,
performances.

and complemented each other perfectly. Their
musical selections included some original compositions as well as more traditional pieces and
offered something for everyone. Highlights of
their original and traditional compositions by
Calfant and Gribou and a stunning piece by
Michel Camillo.;
Attendence was favorable and the audience
included a variety of students (with and without
books) parents, faculty, Hartford residents, children and mosquitos. Among those spotted at the
event were President Tom Gerety and family.
Dean of Students David Winer and Director of
Mather Campus Center and the New Social Center
Although the program makes use of the 'Ms. Anne Gushee, Gushee, the coordinator-of
social center, it does not by any means, exclu- the program, was quite pleased with the results
sively take over the space for these events. The and encourages students to attend the series in the
choice of this location centers around the rec- coming weeks.
ognition of the area as a social and study space,
So this Sunday on your way to the library,
to which presentations are brought as an alternative study break. As a performance space the stop by the New Social Center on Vernon St for
center is perhaps one of the best on campus, Its a little culture and alot of fun.features include high ceilings, good acoustics,
temporarily erectible platforms and abundance
of natural light which make it an extremely
visible entity.
The inaugural evening of the series was
blessed with gorgeous warm weather and the
program of classical and contemporary music
was performed outdoors on the patio. Five
very talented individuals, Andre Gribouof
Trinity's Theatre and Dance Department,
Douglas. Johnson a new professor in the
college's Music Department, and students Greg
Banaszak, David Chalfant, and Randy Hannon
came together for the first time as an ensemble

All Kinds of Things

We Need
[Arts Writers!
Contact Maria
Box 1310

ing to those places which intend to
exhibit "pornographic" or "offensive". works such as the photographs of Robert Mapplethorpe.
How do you feel about this?

How have your experiences in New I think that people like MappleYork affected your art?
thorpe—that type of art, has never
gotten much backing anyway. Now
Everything I make is both urban and that younger generations are tearing
black. Not the color black, the race down cliches and exploring those
black. I used to do graffitti when I was realms, the number of artists getting
younger, that's why I have such a sense adverse public notice is increasing.
of urgency in my work today. With Its a shame. When an artist creates
graffitti if you don't work quickly, something its not a question of moryou're screwed.
als, its a question of the beauty of exAlot of my ideas about art were formed pression. That's it. Art is art and
not in New York but when I was living porn is something completely differin England between the ages of 12 and ent.
15. Graffitti, breakdancing, rap, illegal
things—all of these combine together Where do you see yourself 10 years
with a prep school education and with from now?
living in New York to form my style.
Painting. I want people, alot of
Recently there has been a great deal people, to take an interest in my work
in the news about the controversey and ask me how I make things. Yes,
over government regulation of Fed- I honestly believe that ten years from
eral funding for the arts. They are now I'm still going to be making
threatening to withold public fund- things.

ATTENTION ALL
ARTISTS!
Stop starving and start
drawing!
Design a new logo for the
Underground coffeehouse and win
$75. All designs must include the
word U n d e r g r o u n d and be
submitted no later than September
22,1989, Mail all entries to April
Brown, Mather Campus Center via
campus mail. Good Luck!
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Arts
The Hartford Arts Scene hARTford scene
Welcome to Hartford, also
known as helltown. that @#$!!*
place between Boston and THE
CITY . or most commonly as
Euwwww! Making fun of Hartford is an extracurricular activity
we all enjoy but some people take
it far more seriously than others.
Have you ever noticed that the
people u ho wail the loudest about
this city are the same ones who
have nevereven gi venitachance?
They're the ones who chose to go
away lor the weekend or better
still, stay on campus and complain about how bored they are.
Hartford is not New York—
its not open 24 hours a clay.

(Anyone who has ever been in
town on a Saturday afternoon
would maintain that Hartford isn't
even open on weekends) Hartford isn't Boston either—there
aren't 8 zillion college kids racing
through the streets. Hartford is
Hartford. Its got its bad points,
yes, but there are good things as
well and many of those good
things have to do with the arts.
Save this Tripod and the next time
you go to hop in your car to take
off for the weekend, read this
article. You just might reconsider....
This city is one of the few (if
not only) one of its size which

possesses a distingushed museum,
theatre, symphony orchestra, ballet, opera company and conceit
hall as well as a "bevy o\' other
small arts groups and organizations. The unique union of major
companies and smaller more
experimental groups provides
many opportunities for a person
to enjoy and participate in the
arts. In fact, there are so many
places to go in Hartford that it
would be impossible to list them
all here and so instead this weekly
column's goal is to provide a few
suggestions of things to do when
you just don't feel like complaining anymore.

Jerry Garcia Comes to Hartford
-By Doug LloydSpccial to the Tripod
Recently, a friend of mine
was laid up in the hospital for a
few days. She was supposed to
see the Jerry Garcia Band's performance at the Hartford Civic
Center September 5th, but still
infirm, she offered me the ticket.
Never one to miss a free ticket, I
grabbed this golden opportunity
and accepted the ticket despite
my apprehensions about the upcoming scene.
I must confess. 1 succumbed
to the temptation to wear a tie-dye
shirt, knowing how happy it would
make all of the various LSD-intoxicated people around me. And
so we arrived downtown and,
driving around Bushnell Park, we
noticed that it was packed with
people. On closer examination
we realized that this was not a
traveling carnival, but rather a
collection of concertgoers. We
parked in the Capitol lot and there
saw the most creative vehicle I
had seen in a long time, which I
deduced was not that of a
governor's aide or state legislator. It was a medium sized GMC
bus. (like the Partridge family's)
with the shell of a VW'microbus
welded to its roof. Apparently,
vehicles of this sort are common
enough at Grateful Dead shows
that usually no one takes a second
glance, but I was impressed by it
and hoped to see more of the same
creativity in the faces and outfits
of the people in the park.
I was seeing the show with
three friends, two of whom were
accustomed to the Jerry Garcia/
Grateful Dead scene, and the other
who, like myself, were new to the
traveling show scene. We felt as
if we had

discovered anew planet, because,
among other things, we were
surrounded by both men and
women arrayed in bells and jewelry, skirts and leather vests,
moccasins and knit bracelets.
Everyone seemed to be having a
good time, enjoying a smoke or
sipping on a beer and just getting
to know new people. There was
not even a hint of violence—
people just wanted to dance and
become acquainted with strangers.
I am not well-versed in Jerry
Garcia's music, but this show
was definitely a crowd-pleaser for
those who are. My companions
and 1 were originally in the nosebleed seats, (something like Section 380, Rowtriple-z, seats 18084) but we snuck down to a scant
five rows from the floor, with a
good view of the stage. Seats
were irrelevant, at the very
least, because people spent most
of the show dancing in front of the
seats. Garcia's Grateful Deadmate Bob Weir opened the show,
and then the big man (no exag-

geration) was greeted by a loud
raucous ovation from the crowd.
A word on energy: the crowd
at the show was one of the most
energetic I have seen, an irony
considering the fact that the most
physical movement Garcia did
during the performance was lifting his right leg eight inches from
the ground. The crowd appreciated this fully, because it was
coordinated with a pink spotlight
above Garcia's head suddenly
swinging around and nailing everyone in the audience with its
glow.
One of the songs I recognized was a rousing version of
"The Harder they Come" by
Jimmy Cliff, which, accented by
the rich gospel voices of the two
backup singers, sounded powerful and energetic and made us al!
dance like crazed buffoons let
loose on a beach. As we walked
up the steps out of the civic center,
I was greeted by a kid still sitting
in his chair, with a big red grin on
his face. "Great show man." he
said. I smiled in agreement.

Something Special
(a different kind of weekend activity)

Next time you find yourself contemplating the
meaning of life in the library (translation—
procrastinating) why don't you think about
going to the carousel in Bushnell Park? Created
in 1914, this carousel features 48 intricately
carved horses and a 1919 E.E.Wurlitzer Band
organ. Its a bargain at $.25 a ride but is only
open until the end of September on Saturdays
and Sundays from 11AM to 5PM., so hurry!

Attention: All Student Poets
The Connecticut Poetry Circuit will be selecting several
undergraduate poets to tour colleges to read their own
poetry. Each college must choose one undergraduate poet
to represent his/her college. If you are interested in entering
Trinity's contest, you must submit four copies of four pages
ofpoetry by 12:00 noon, OCTOBER 11 toHughOgdenin the
English Department. Your name should not appear on the
poems but should be printed with your address, telephone
number and year in college on a separate sheet attached to
the poems.
The student selected as the Trinity representative will submit
poems to the Connecticut Poetry Circuit Selection Committee
and the five poets will be announced in December.
Trinity has had a poet almost every year since the contest
started so submit your poems now!

vicious rumors
an all new student
actors funk tank has been
formed by seniors Jen
Rider, Dave Dodge and
Stephanie Ritz.
The
group is' currently
conducting try-outs for
Peter Shaffer's Equus
which will be performed
some time in late
November, The play will
only
materialize,
however, if Jen and Steph
ditch their bearded biker
elude beaus from Alaska
and quit hangin' out at
the Red Stag during
rehearsal hours...

Thursday September 21

Scenes from Contemporary Theatre
Artsfest
Performances by TheatreWorks as part of the
festival celebrating the opening of the new Bronson
&HutenskyTheatre. FREE.Tonightat8PM. 233
Pearl Street, Hartford. Call 527-7838
Saturday September 23

A Space Odyssey
Hartford Symphony Orchestra
An evening of music and film commemorating the
20th anniversary of the first landing on the moon.
Works to be presented include exerpts from Hoist's
"Planets," Mozart's "Jupiter" Symphony and music
and film clips from "2001: A Space Odyssey",
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind", and the
original Star Trek television series. Special
appearence by Buzz Aldrin, pilot of the Eagle
lunar landing craft. Tonight at 8 PM. Tickets: $10$29. Bushnell Memorial Hall, 166 Capitol Ave,
Hartford. Call 246-6807.

The Second City
Chicago's finest comedy troupe which launched
the careers of such comedy greats as Gilda
Radner, Dan Ackroyd and John Candy, performs
tonight at
8 PM at The Greater Hartford Community Center,
355 Bloomfield Ave, West Hartford. Tickets: $14.
Call 236-4571.
Monday September 25

Cappricio Poema
Artsfest
A movement/music/poetry performance by
Clymenza Hawkins and Bob Basey as part of the
aforementioned opening celebration of the new
Bronson & Hutensky Theatre. FREE. Tonight at
8 PM. 233 Pearl St, Hartford. Call 527-7838.
Tuesday September 26

The King and I
Broadway at the Bushnell
Rudolph Nureyev stars in this classic Rogers and
Hammerstein musical about the King of Siam.
Runs through October!. Tue-Sat 8 PM. Sat
&Sun matinees 2 PM. Tickets: $20-$37. 166
Capitol Ave, Hartford.
Call 246-6807.

And don't miss...
The 5th Annual Corn Fest on September 23 at
the Wethersfield Town Green from 10 AM to 5
PM. Admission is free and festivities include
games, entertainment, food and lots of corn, so
grab your favorite niblets and go—this could be
the experience of a lifetime.
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The Biker Chick
M.G. Blackburn

Steve Safran
One of the lesser appreciated aspects of poetry is the Bad
Poem. You've read them—the interminably self-righteous,
horribly pretentious works written by Bad Poets. The advent of
modern poetry has made it possible for many Bad Poets to pass
off their work as being meaningful and important. An excerpt
from a typical Bad Poem:

THE BIRTH OF THE WORLD
"Many Times!" she cried
Mother Earth. Land
that
died
as toe toko wept lept
Wliat is the purpose of life, I thought
Then left, perplexed and alone
And drank from the stream of dreams.

aside.

Terrible, isn't it? You get the picture. So we, who have finally
uncovered these sham literists have formed the Bad Poets
Society, a group dedicated to finding really good Bad Poetry.
We meet in The Cave (in the smoking section) exchanging
our Bad Poems. We are firmly committed to the principles of
conformity, obeying authority and being entirely closed-minded
about things we don't understand. Our motto is "DORMI
DIEM!" ("Nap the Day!")
The Bad Poets Society is always on the lookout for Bad
Poetry, not something that was dashed off in a few minutes,
mind you. Anybody can write fake Bad Poetry. We want
poems that someone spent some time on, poems that could be
passed off as being profound. It takes a good deal of thought to
write an excellent Bad Poem.
" r ; •• ; v : M 'f '.'•• • ••'; • -.
We will critique the poem, and humiliate the author. Sounds
like fun, doesn't it? Our first poem was written by me as a way
of getting the ball rolling. I presented it to the Bad Poets Society,
and their analysis follows:

THE FROGS OF OAKLAND
by s.a. safran
The Frogs of Oakland
live in Swamps
Are the haunts
of restaurants
"Swim ' cross
the
The frogs of Land,
The frogs of Oak.

bay!" the frogs do croak;

BAD POETS SOCIETY ANALYSIS:
Lord, this is pretty darn bad. The author's metaphor for a life
out of balance with nature is stunningly obvious, his use of
personification of the frogs is a symbol of man's eternal struggle
to reach that which he cannot find, like a matching pair of socks.
There is a confusion in the author's mind as to the existence
of God in an uncaring world. How can there be frogs crying out
of despair and lpnliness in Oakland? Certainly their baseball
team is just fine, and will probably make the playoffs.
Furthermore, the issue of starvation is addressed in the
"haunts of restaurants" line. The author is clearly hungry, and
could probably go for a nice meal. Maybe a good steak with a
couple of scotches on the side. Definately a.baked potato.
The swamps are a symbol for man's evolution from the
primordial ooze. The frogs aren't just living in the swamps,
they are trying to improve themselves. They are reaching for
unknown heights, perhaps in order to elevate their stature on
the food chain. (Note the hunger reference again.)
Yet, it's not as bad as it could be. Perhaps a few more obscure
references to an old "F-Troop" episode might have helped.
It does rhyme, and would make really good R.E.M. lyrics.
(Try singing the poem to "It's The End Of The World As We
Know It." right after the "Leo-nard Bern-stein" part.)
The Bad Poets Society would like to encourage the submission
of more Bad Poetry, Please, if you have anything you think we
could use, or any critiques of the above poems, send them in.
Here in features we're not just complaining about student
apathy, we're doing something about it. We're creating more.

DORMI DIEM!

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA
TURTLES ON SALE
TOYS 'R US $4.99 TODAY!
The Tuesday morning before
school was destined to begin, I
awoke in a cold sweat. My body
was shaking uncontrollably and I
heard someone screaming something ridiculous at the top of their
lungs. That someone, was me.
Teenage Mutant Ninja what? I
was scared. This could only mean
one thing—it was The Calling.
For all of those lucky ones who
have never experienced this phenomena, The Calling occurrs
when one of those things you
always wanted but never had as a
child come back to haunt you. It
can also happen when you have
denied yourself from that certain
item for a long period of time.
One minute you're walking
down the streeteating cheeseballs
and the next thing you know
you're in FAO Schwartz buying a
Barbie dream house. Sure, sure—
you say its for your little neice
Krissi but the woman behind the
counter knows the truth. She
knows there is no Krissi. She
knows that the minute you get out
of the store you'll run into the
nearest empty doorway, rip the
cellophane wrapper off the box,
.
.;'assemble!that
dammpinkplastic
house from hell in record time and
begin playing.
"Okay Barbie, pretend that
you're waiting for Ken to come
and pick you up to go to Apricot's
for dinner. And you Ken, pretend
that you've forgotten about your
date and .you're out on the Quad
with the guys drinking Jim Beam
and playing frisbee..."
Its an ugly thought.
This time I knew exactly what
it was that was calling. It was
something which I had neglected
to purchase around this time for
the last twelve years. Something
which, if I did not get soon, the
only words I would ever be able to
utter again would be TEENAGE
MUTANT NINJA TURTLES.
Something which I didn't need.
What this'girl needed was a lunchbox.
Ah yes, the lunchbox...one of
the few ways a little kid has to
truly express his individuality. It
: never mattered what your parents
put inside since you never ate it
anyway but the outside of the
box—that could either make you
or break you.
In a recent study, child psychologists maintain that proper
lunchbox paraphenilia is the major factor in determining a child's
popularity for the upcoming
school year. Youknew that if you
:
played your cards right and took
your time making your decision
in the grocery store on that Saturday before Labor Day, you could
exasperate your parents to the

point that they'd agree to buy you
any kind of junk food you wanted.
And with a couple of Day Glo
Pink' Hostess Snowball sandwiches on white bread in his lunchbox any kid is going to be pretty
hip, at least for a lew days.
And so I set out for the toy store,
images of past lunchboxes dancing in my brain... a red Fat Albert
...a white Charlie Brown...and oh,
my favorite of all time, the pink
Brady Bunch.., But once I reached
aisle 12 all of my dreams were
shattered. Sit down and I will tell
you of the sorry state that the toy
world is in,
LUNCHBOXES TODAY
STINK!!!
THEY"RE ALL MADE O F
PLASTIC, NOT TIN!!!
The Toy Consultant said it had
something to do with health regulations—plastic was more sanitary. I think he was lying. He just
wanted me to release him from
the Mr. Turtle Combination Sandbox and Bone Crusher where he
was being held hostage. Plastic???
Plastic is for Tupperware not
lunchboxes. Tin is where it's at.
Not only do tin boxes make
lots of noise when you drop them
but they also are more effective in
defending yourself against unsavory playground vagrants. And
personally, I think rust improves

the flavor of most lunches. Especially egg salad.
Once I got over my initial
shock and actually began to examine the selection more closely,
I discovered that the state of
today's children was much worse
than I had originally thought. The
characters were boring and stupid. Rainbow Bright? The girl is
a tacky Mall-rat, "The California
Rasins?
Singing fruit—yeah,
that's an original concept. Star
Search? Sorry, lunch with Ed
McMahon and his favorite TV
spokesmodel is not my idea of a
good time.
Where were the Ministers?
and Gilligan's Island? and Sesame Street? Now those were
lunchboxes that taught morals and
social awareness to youngsters.
Perhaps I am embellishing for the
sake of argument but honestly,
wouldn't you take Herman Munster over a pink Care Bear any
clay???
And so my saga ends and I,
disillusioned and destitute, am
forced to walk campus with a basic
black construction worker's tin
lunchbox mumbling the words
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA
TURTLES ON SALE $4.99
TOYS R US TODAY softly under
my breath, waiting for the next
Call ins.

The Confessions
Of An Addict
later 1 graduated to a chair, but
this time it was "Days of our
Lives" and "Santa Barbara" that
sucked my brainwaves into that
never-neverland called television.
Okay, I admit it. I used to do My only problem was that "Days"
them every day, for at least two (Soap Addict's abbreviation)
hours. I couldn't get enough of started at one o'clock, and I didn't
them. I was addicted, but finally get home until 2:30.
the day came when it would end.
My priorities became a little
Soaps would no longer control obscured. When I began to call
my life,
my friends by soap characters'
I had to go on living without names, they were visibly upset.
Steve and Kay la or Cruz and Eden. They became further perturbed
It was hard, and I am still not when I refused to accept any phone
completely recovered—I go home calls until the copryright dat of
on weekends to watch my vide- "Santa Barbara" rolled off the
otapes of "Days of our Lives." At screen.
least I made an effort of giving up
College life has forced me to
one soap.
see the light. The nerve of those
It started when I was about professors holding classes during
seven years old. I got hooked on my soap opera time....
"Guiding Light." Every day at
Since I've matured into colthree in the afternoon, I would lege womanhood (???), i am now
position myself directly in front able to view a mere two hours of
of the T.V. It was quite an inter- soaps a week. This is quite an
esting sight.
accomplishment.
1 would be
There I was, swprawled out on unable to achieve this great feat
my belly with my hands cupped without my helpful friends who
under my chin and my eyes star- threaten to I. Uproot my body
ing straight ahead. A few years •from its vegetative state, 2. Perminently jam my set to recieve
only the Home Shopping Network, and 3. Plant a bomb in my
T.V., set to detonate after two
minutes of use.
If your eyeballs are protruding
from your face, permanently stuck
in that T.V. stare, don't hesitate to
call Soaps-Anon and you too can
recieve the benefit of such compassionate psychological help.
By Kimberly Fuller
& Kristin Vanty
Special to the Tripod

Send Your

BAD POETRY
To the Features Editor,
The Tripod, Box 1310

9HBBI
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GET THE CARD
THAT
IMTS CLASS.
Open a checking or savings account at BayBank and get the
unmatched convenience of the BayBank Card.
• Get unique Card features like Account
Update? Custom Cash? and new
Check Update:
• Get cash at over 4,000 X-Press 24s
banking machines and Yankee 24"
automated teller machines—all
free of costly network fees *
• Get cash at over 25,000 NYCE® and
CIRRUS*automated teller machines
nationwide.
Open your BayBank account today,
get the Card that's number one, and
get a free gift.

. ' : . • ; . .

NOBODY DOESIT BETTER

Hill:

•

• « # , - •

/ .

ilii

Member FDIC

BayBank Connecticut 1-800-638-45 54
Bloom'fleld- Cooaco Shopping Ctr. 345 Cottage Grove Rd., Enfield; Brookside Plaza, 40 Hazard Ave., Rte. 190, Farmington; Post Office Sq., 222 Main St./240 Westfarms Mall, Upper Level,
' Hartford; 90 Stole House Square, Newington; Northwood Plaza, 123 Lowrey Place, Stafford Springs; 2 East Main St., Storrs; Storrs Commons, 1244 Storrs Rd.
*When you maintain a minimum balance.
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Sports
Women's Tennis Goes 0-2

BOX SEATS

-By Rich Zednik-

By Patrick Keane

'Sports Writer

Isn't it strange that package stores are closed on the biggest drinking day
during the biggest drinking season of the year? I'm not talking about New
Year's Eve or~St. Patrick's Day. I'm talking about Football Sunday. How
could the state of Connecticut possibly elect to close package stores on an
afternoon when copious amounts of liquor (BEER!) are sure to be purchased?
Billy Ray Dolt probably couldn't spell Blue Laws let alone understand
them: he just wants to swill some brews in his lazy-boy on Sunday. You ask
yourself, why doesn't Billy just buy his beverages on Saturday, but Billy Ray
can't even think past dinner-time.
The revenue the state of Connecticut could make if they sold alcohol on
Sundays is besides the point, but they don't realize that football dependents
need beer. The best games on Sunday need beer, just look at last year's "Bud
Bowl. "We have great matchups for every week: Miller and Miami, Minnesota
and Milwaukee's Best. Indianapolis and Iron City Brew, Pittsburgh and Piels,
Buffalo and Black Label. Atlanta and Anchor Steam.Seattle and Schaeffer,
Cleveland and Coors. We also have international matchups: Dallas and Dos
Equis, Houston and Heineken. Green Bay and Grolsch. Kansas City and Kerin,
and Los Angeles and Lowenbrau. What would these battles be without the
beverages of choice?
Sunday afternoon is the time when males truly prove that they are
descendants of apes. They stuff their faces with food and drink only getting
up torelieve themselves orto acquire more supplements of food and drink. The
male ape chooses Sunday as his day to get drunk with the home team and
maybe if he's up to it he'l! mate once the day's games are over.
The day starts at approximately 12:30 pm with the pre-game show and
Brent Musburger's foolish attempt at commentary. Then we have kick-off at
1:00 pm on the East Coast. The normal playing time of an NFL game is sixty
minutes but the air time of any game can last up to three and a half hours. That
adds up to many beverages. Once the East Coast games are over, Billy Ray
watches the games on the West Coast, which amount to another three and a half
hours of drinking.
The hard-core football fan feels no sympathy for the Punky Brewster and
Silver Spoons fans who are forced to wait till next week to see Punky and the
gang because of those late West Coast games. He also feels no sympathy for
the intellectuals who are forced to miss the first twenty minutes of Sixty
Minutes due to West Coast delays.
For Billy Ray, football and beer go hand in hand on Sunday afternoons
or early Sunday evenings. Until Package Stores are open on Sunday Billy Ray
will go dry and ourstates road's will be safe from drunken fools in Lazy-Boy
recliners

Excitement and optimism
abound on the 1989 version of Trin ity
women's tennis. Despite two hardfought narrow defeats to open the
season. Coach Wendy Bartlett's Lady
Bantams have shown prospects for a
successful fall campaign.
Coach Bartlett, now in her seventh
year with Trinity tennis, will direct a
team coming off a rebuilding season
in which the team won only three of
eleven matches. That was a young
team without any seniors and this
year's squad appears to be better prepared to meet the challenges of a
demanding schedule. Led by seniors
Christine Laroway and Katherine
Macaulay and four three-year varsity
juniors in Anne Nicholson, Maria
Nevares, Courtney Geelan and
Heather Watkins, the team is well• experienced. Complimenting the
older players are six talented first and
second year players in sophomores
Debbie Andringa and Stephanie Voros and freshmen Bo Hewitt, Laura
Hubbard, Bernadette Storey and
Duffy McDermott.
An encouraging first step came in
the season opener against the University of Hartford. Last Tuesday Geelan
and Hubbard won their singles
matches in straight sets while Watkins bested her opponent in three sets,
enabling a split of the six singles
matches. The crucial doubles matches
were all close, but Trinity managed
only one win amongst the three, provided by the pair of Geelan and
Macaulay. The 4-5 squeaker was

viewed as a vast improvement over
last season's 3-6 drubbing by Ihe
cross-town Division I rivals.
Saturday brought both cold, windy
weather and the Amherst women to
Trinity's hardcourts. The day did not
look promising for the Lady Bants at
the outset. Number one singles player
Hewitt was down 0-3 and then 2-5 in
the first set when she went on a tear.
Hewitt dominated the rest of the
match, winning the last five games of
the first set and taking the second set
6-2. Numbers 2,3 and 4 each lost to
strong Amherst players. The steady
play of Amherst's Jane Drogisic led
her past Nicholson, while Nevares
and Geelan were both edged in three
sets, Nevares losing 7-4 in a third set
tie breaker. Trinity managed to even
the singles matches at three apiece
with convincing straight-set wins by
Watkins and Hubbard. Again the team
results hinged on the doubles matches.
The number one tandem of Hewitt
and Watkins out-played Drogisic and
Jenny Farnsworth for a 6-4, 6-3 win.
When rain came, the competitors
moved into the Field House where
Coach Bartlett's corps, who had practiced there two days before, had a real
home-court advantage. However,
Amherst adjusted well to the quicker
surface and altered visibility. The
second doubles pair of Nicholson and
Nevares were being blown away 4-6,
0-5 and with the match apparently decided, attention was focused on the
third doubles match', which was tight.
While most on hand saw the first set
of the third doubles match go to
Amherst 7-6 and the second set move
to a tie breaker, Nicholson and Ne-

Liquors
NFL
Sunday, September 23
Chicago
Denver
Houston*
. Indianapolis*
LA Rams*
Miami*
Minnesota
New England*
N.y. Giants*
San Diego*.
San Frisco
Tampa Bay*
Washington

20
20
20
26
27
24
23
24
23
21
24
21
23 '

Detroit*
L.A. Raiders
Buffalo
Atlanta
Green Bay
N.Y. jets
Pittsburgh*
Seattle
Phoenix
Kansas City
Philadelphia*
New Orleans
Dallas*

13
17
17
20
17
23
16
20
17
20
23
20
20

Monday Night Football
Cleveland

21

*Cindnnati

20

KEGS
Buschi/2
$33.99+
Busch 1/4
$19,99+
Mil's Best 1/2 $25.75+
Bud 1/2 :
$40.49+
Bud 1/4
$23.99+
Millen/2
$40.49
Miller 1/4
$23.99

Trinity*
Amherst
Tufts*
Hamilton*
Middlebury*
Holy Cross
UConn*
Dartmouth*
Princeton*
Yale*
Brown
Cornell
Villanova*
Coast Guard*
Maine*
Lafayette
Rhode Island*
Stephen F.Austin*

21
14
21
17
21
31
28
35
31
24
24
38
28
38
38
21
21
28

Notre Dame*
Michigan
Nebraska
Iowa

31
28
35
17

vares were using heart and determination to claw back to a tic breaker in
theirsecond set. Geelan and Macaulay
lost their match in a heart-breaker,
but Nicholson and Nevares extended
the day by winning their tic-breaker.
They continued to roll in the third set,
gaining a 5-2 lead. With all othei
matches complete and this second
doubles match remaining as the pivotal match. Trinity appeared within
reach of overall victory. It was not to
be, however. The Amherst paii
showed their mettle by gaining the
momentum and winning the final five
games lo win the match 0-4,6-7.7-5.
In her analysis of the day. Coach
Bartlett said "It all came down to
nerves." She added that the team will
concentrate ondnubles in the upcoming week. The Amherst coach spoke
of momentum as key. She admitted to
"not even watching the second
doubles match alter 0-5 in the second
set." Suddenly she had realized the
match was in a third set and that the
Trinity pair was "cruising" until the
Amherst duo was able to take back
the momentum they had lost in the
first set.
Although somewhat disappointed
by the painful loss, the team remains
enthusiastic for the rest of the season.
Co-captain Nicholson described the
team as "excited and closer this year
than in the past." She also cited the
"smooth adjustment the freshmen
have made to college tennis" as a key
factor to team success. The team will
continue to practice 2 1 /2 to 3 hours a
day in their pursuit of the Divisional
title at which they have a realistic
shot.

Football Picks

COLLEGE
Colby
Bates*
Wesleyan
Williams
Bowdoin
Harvard*
New Hampshire
Boston University
William & Mary
Lehigh
Colgate*
Bucknell* .
Columbia
Worcester
UMass
Penn*
Northeastern
Nicholls State

7
13
20
14
14
17
17
21
13
21
14
21
14
21
35
20
14
21

Penn State*
Oklahoma State*
Oregon
Miami
West Virginia

use*

Texas
Washington
Virginia*
Syracuse
Alabama*
Army*
' N.C.State*
S.W. Louisiana
Rutgers
Virginia Tech*
Washington Stale
Clemson*
Baylor*
1
Michigan State
14
Arkansas
UCLA*
14
Houston
Minnesota*
7
Hawaii*
Iowa State*
14
Southern Miss.
12 cnnu-s tl >nic Team

SPECIALS

Dubra Vodka
$9.99+Liter
Black Label Bar Bottles
$5.99+ Case

20
21
24
28
31
21
31
24
17
21
24
21
28
21
21
24
35
28
31
17
21
21
20

Boston College
Texas Tech.
Stanford*
Missouri*
Louisville*
Ohio State
SMU*
Arizona*
Duke
Pitt*
Kentucky
Wake Forest
North Carolina
Rice*
Northwestern*
Temple
Wyoming*
Maryland*
Kansas
Mississippi*
Arizona Slate*
Utah
Texas Christian*

DIRECTIONS

17
14
21
14
28
14
7
21
14
20
14
17
17
14
14
21
14
14
It
14
1 1

1 t
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Vassar Invitational Cross-Country Results
Women's Results
3. Candice Mulready
4. Carrie Pike
5. Claire Summers
15 Pam Novak
19. Laura Kearney
25. Caroline Bailey
26. Abby Bordner
46. Ann Bennett

20.06
20.07
20.25
21.30
22.00
22.14
22.16
24.16

Team Results:
1. TRINITY
2. Vassar
3. Fairfield

Men's Results
7. Mike Joyce
ll.MikeFagan
14. Dave Payne
16. Bruce Corbett
18JonIves
34. John Claud
40. Tito Lord
54. Mark Russell

28.07,
29.07
29.20
29.32
29.40
31.00
31.53
34.10

Team Results:
(3, 4, 5,15,19) - 46
(1,9,11,13,17)-51
(6,10,14,20,30)-80

l.NYU
2. TRINITY
3. Vassar

(2, 3, 4, 6, 8) - 23
(7,11,14,16,18) - 66
(5,10,21, 23,28)-87

The Tripod meeds sports writers and
photographers. if interested, please
contact Box 1310 or call 297-2583.

Tennis captains Ann Nicholson '91 and Christine Laraway '90.
Photo by Kathleen Thomas

Soccer captains Peter Denious '90 and Michael Murphy '90. Not shown:
Nick Formisano '90.
Photo by Kathleen Thomas

* —

i .
Athlete of the Week
The College View Cafe's
Athlete of the week is Louise
van der Does '91. Van der
Does, Trinity's field hockey
goalie, recorded 21 saves
during Saturday's match
against Bowdoin.
A
spectacular save by van der
Does on a penalty corner with
only 0:35 remaining preserved
the Lady Bant's 1-0 victory.

The View Specials
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
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Men's Soccer Defeats
Coast Guard 2-1
-By Patrick KeaneSports Editor
The Men's Soccer team
opened their season this past Saturday with a hard fought 2-1 victory over the Cadets of Coast
Guard. The team squelched all
rumors that their 3-0 drubbing of
these same sailors last season was
just a mere flash in the pan.
The Cadets rowed into Bantam country hoping to avenge the
embarrassment of last season's
annhililation. The game started
as predicted, with the Cadets chipping long balls to the corners of
the Trinity defense.-Coast Guard
employed a 4-4.-2 alignment,
hoping to control the always crucial midfield. This put pressure
on the Bantam defense which
hoped to thwart the Cadet's
midfield blitzkrieg.
The Bantams also had to stop
Coast Guard's most dangerous
offensive player: Chris Cieplik.
Junior stopper Patrick McCabe
was saddled with thisdifficult task,
but he accepted the challenge and
played superb defense on the
Cadet striker,
The first Bantam scoring
opportunity came about twenty
minutes into the game on a corner
kick. Sophomore forward Peter
Alegi passed a short ball to
midfielder Aaron Grazado, who
dribbled towards the near post
and blasted a low shot at the Coast
Guard keeper. The keeper, not
possessing the softest of hands,
could only block the shot to have
another Cadet.defender clear it
from the danger zone.
The Bantam's first goal came
with only five minutes to play in
the first half, when they were
granted an indirect free kick in-

side the Coast Guard area. Sophomore forward Ralph Fierro
tapped the ball to Alegi who proceeded to "D-D" one Cadet defender and then be taken down by
another Coast Guard defender.
Alegi then deposited the ensuing
penalty kick in the left-hand cornerto take a 1-6 lead into halftime.
The Bantams started the second half as strong as they ended
the first when their second goal
came only seven minutes into the
half. This tally might not have
been pretty but it meant a big 2-0
lead. The goal came when Senior.
captain Mike Murphy dribbled
down the left sideline, danced
around a Cadet defender, headed
for the near post and rocketed a
shot on the Coast Guard net. A
Cadet defender hoped to clear the
ball"from the net but instead, shot
the ball off his own post and into
the open net.
The two teams played to a
virtual stalemate for the next
twenty minutes. Then with about
fifteen minutes remaining. Coast
Guard was granted an indirect kick
inside the Bantam twelve. This
questionable call may haverattled
the Trinity defense as the Cadets
put a rebounded shot in the back
of the Bantam net.
The Bantams then faced
greater adversity when sophomore
fullback John Twichell was given
a red-card for damaging a Coast
Guard forward.
But Trinity
showed tremendous mettle in
playing one man down for the
remaining eight minutes, turning
away countless Coast Guard scoring attacks.
'
This was an important victory for a team that is just beginning to gel. Trinity withstood not
only the Cadet's one man advantage, but they were also able to
overcome questionable officiat-

ing on both sides of the ball. Asst.
Coach Matt Clark praised the play
of Junior sweeper Rosselli Del
Turco in a post game conference.
Also play ing well was Juniorgoalkeeper Scott Zoltowski who
turned away seven Coast Guard
shots.
The team travels to Nichols
College on Wednesday, and then
will journey to Boston to face
M.I.T. on Saturday.

Field Hockey co-captains Robin Silver 'l)1 and Mary iieth Madara/'<J0 smile
after Saturday's 1-0 victory over Bowdoin,
I'linio by K.iilikrn Ilionws

Lady Bants Lose Heartbreaker
-By Cara CahalanSports Writer
The Women's soccer team
opened their season this past Saturday with a heartbreaking 2-1
loss to Bowdoin College. Trinity
dominated the entire first half with
aggressive play, which earned
them a total of seven first half
penalties, but they were unable to
penetrate the Polar Bears' goal.
Senior goalie Lisa Banks
recorded nine first half saves and
held Bowdoin scoreless the entire
first half. When the second period began, Trinity cashed in on
oneof theirnumerousgoal opportunities, when senior co-captain
Kathy Ermis scored the Lady
Roosters first goal of the season.
Late in the second half Bowdoin was able to tie up the score 11. When the close of the second
half neared, Ennis was injured
and it looked as if she would not
return to the game. Neither team
could penetrate the nets and the
game was carried into overtime.
Bowdoin scored fairly early in the

Men's Soccer Beats Coast Guard 2-1
Women's Soccer Loses to Bowdoin 2-1
Field Hockey Defeats Bowdoin 1-0

overtime, but even when Ennis
returned, Trinity could not rally
in time to save the game. When
asked how she felt about the
team's performance, third year
coach, Maureen Pine, said "We
had our tips and downs, but the
team looked much stronger than
la'st year's team did opening day."
Last year the Women's soccer team finished 6-3-3, and ten
letterwinners have returned from
that team. Trinity has also gained
11 new freshmen which Pine felt,
"will add considerable depth to
the team," something they lacked
last year. Two freshmen to look
for in the upcoming games will be
Lea Macaro an all New England

pick from Farmington. CT and
wing Julie Edlund from Norwell,
MA. Both Lea and Julie played a
fabulous opening game for Trinity. Other players to watch are
Co-captains, Debbie Glow and
Kathy Ennis, goalie Lisa Banks,
and sophomore forward Sally
Thayer. Coach Pine feels, "the
team can be among the best in
New England" , she would not
speculate on their final record
saying the teams on their schedule are very competitive, but not
beyond reach.
The team hits the road this
week to take on Western New
England Tuesday and Amherst at
11:0Q Saturday.

Field Hockey Sends
Polar Bears Packing
-By Mark GrubaSports Writer
The Women's Field Hockey
team opened their season with an
exciting 1-0 victory over the Polar Bears of Bowdoin Saturday at
Trinity College. The win avenged
last year's 3-1 OT loss at Bowdoin.
Junior Co-captain Robin Silver scored the game's only goal
on a penalty stroke with 4:14 left
in the first half. A penalty stroke
is a free shot awarded to a team
after an illegal prevention of a
sure goal by ajoalie or defender.
The defense, which according to
head coach Robin Sheppard deserves much of the credit for the
win, held off a furious flurry of
last minute shots to preserve the
shutout.
Junior goalie Louise van der
Does recorded 21 saves, including a sensational stoppage of a
penalty stroke with only :35 seconds remaining in the game. In
front of her, Sydney Brown, Tina^
beth Passaro, and Sarah Ferrucci
relentlessly turned the Bowdoin

attack away time after time.
The win has the Lady Bants
feeling positive about this season.
"Going in I felt this might be a
year of transition," commented
coach Sheppard. "We lost three
starters to graduation and another
seven players for other reasons.
But the freshman have played
well. When our attack gels we
will have a lot of scorers," The
offensive attack coupled with a
strong defense, will make the Lady
Bants a tough team to beat.
Several teams will try to derail the
Lady Bants quest for an ECAC
Tournament bid in the coming
weeks. A big test will come this
Thursday night at 7:00 against
Southern Connecticut. The game
will be played away on astroturf,
and under lights. "It will be a new
experience for us," noted coach
Sheppard. After the Southern
Connecticut contest they play a
difficult Tufts squad away on
Saturday. The next field hockey
home game will be on Oct. 4
against Amherst. Mark youi
calenders now.

Women's Tennis Drops First Two
Women's X-C Wins Vassar Cup
Volleyball Loses to Williams, Clark

